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ABSTR4CT
Active well coincidence counter assays have been performed on uranium metal highly enriched in
235U. The data obtained in the present program, together with highly enriched uranium (HEU) metal
data obtained in other programs, have been analyzed using two approaches, the standard approach
and an alternative approach developed at BNL. Analysis of the data with the standard approach
revealed that the form of the relationship between the measured reals and the 235Umass varied,
being sometimes linear and sometimes a second-order polynomial. In contrast, application of the
BNL algorithm, which takes into consideration the totals, consistently yielded linear relationships
between the totals-corrected reals and the 235Umass. The constants in these linear relationships
varied with geometric confQuration and level of enrichment. This indicates that, when the BNL
algorithm is used, calibration curves can be established with fewer data points and with more
certainty than if a standard algorithm is used. However, this potential advantage has only been
established for assays of HEU metal. In addition, the method is sensitive to the stability of natural
background in the measurement facility.

INTRODUCTION
The multiplicative processes in samples containing fissile material have been described from a
general statistical viewpoint by a detailed physical/mathematical model [1,2]. The results obtained
with this model not only agreed with those obtained using the established representation used in
standard high-level neutron coincidence counter measurements [3,4] but extended them and allowed
a more detailed interpretation of the underlying physical mechanisms and of the higher moments of
the neutron counts.

At the same time, evidence arose that suggested the original superfission model might not be
adequate for describing the active well coincidence counter (AWCC) system. Two experimental e
papers used the first, second and third factorial moments, measured by a multiplicity counter with
the AWCC, to estimate the 235Ucontent of the sample [5,6]. Empirical correction factors and
possible varying coupling factors were developed to provide a better representation of the data when
analyses showed the model did not provide a satisfactory solution. Application of the
general formalism described in [1,2] promised a more consistent approach. The algorithm that
was subsequently developed [7] depends on knowledge of both the totals (singles count rate) and
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the reals (coincident count rate). In essence, it reduces to:

f(m) = CL

(&)’

where m is the fissile (235U)mass, R is the reals, T is the totals, TOis the singles count rate of the

source alone, and C is the calibration constant, C is given by 2(v1-1)/@S’v2, in which SOis a
proportionality constant that includes the measurement efficiency, S is the effective source, v] =
<v>, the average number of neutrons emitted per induced fission, and V2= <V(V - 1)>, the second

factorial moment of the induced neutron distribution, etc. The value of C may vary, depending on
the external radiation source strength and other parameters that are relevant to the induced fission
probability (e.g., geometric configurations). The appropriate calibration constant for any particular
situation can be determined by plotting R/(T/TO)2 (which we will call the totals-corrected reals, IQ
versus m (the declared mass in these tests).

Initial verification testing of this algorithm was conducted on samples of HEU metal at the Y-12
Plant (Y-12), Oak Ridge, TN, using the Y-12 AWCC [7]. Analysis of the data determined that the
value of C was unity for this material and cofilguration. That is, the totals-corrected reals were
directly proportional to the 235Umass. By comparison, the relationship between the measured reals
and the 235Umass was best described by a second order polynomial equation. The present paper
describes some of the results of additional verification tests on HEU metal, conducted at the
Argonne National Laboratory-West (ANL-W) site and using the Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL) AWCC. Complete details on this later verification test program and results are contained in
[8].

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT, PROCEDURE AND MATERIALS
Details of the BNL AWCC and its calibration are described in [9]. Assays at ANL-W required the
use of a 30 cm cavity size, created by the removal of a 5 cm thick polyethylene disc from both the
top and the bottom end plug. The following detector parameters used were those established in the
calibration program [9]. Tests were conducted and data acquired using Versions 3.22 and 4.02 of
the INCC program.

The material measured was uranium metal enriched to 78% with 235U. The samples were available
as small pieces of machined feedstock, slightly irregularly shaped but all about 10 mm in thickness.
These were sorted into various combinations to produce a series of 235Umasses in the range from

260 g to 5098 g, then placed in a steel can. The can was small enough to allow its vertical position
in the sample cavity to be adjusted (using a jack) so that the contents were always located about the
approximate center of the cavity, irrespective of the mass contained. Counting protocols were
varied in accordance with the 235Umasses. Thus, for example, the higher masses were assayed
using ten 60s counts while the lowest mass, 261.5 g, was subjected to fifteen 3600s counts.



OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS
Table 1 summarizes the first set of data obtained. The cause of the variability noted in the active
background totals (ABT) was traced to variations in the natural background seen by the AWCC (see

[8] for more details). This prompted the scheduling of a second campaign during which the natural
background was closely controlled. The results of the second campaign are summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 1 DATA OBTAINED DURING THE FIRST CAMPAIGN

235
u Totals Reals ABT 235

u Totals Reals A13T
Mass, g (s-’) (s-l) (s-l) Mass, g (s-l) (s-’) (s-l)

261.5 151 29 7041 2512.3 1037 276 6759

493.1 182 54 7091 2842.3 947 324 7091

493.1 196 55 7058 2842.3 970 314 7058

993.4 502 112 6759 2842.3 1027 319 7011

1501.6 583 172 7091 2993.6 1138 325 6759

1501.6 618 170 7058 3482.4 1250 376 6759

1501.6 717 171 6759 3991.7 1369 445 6759

1501.6 672 171 7011 4490.4 1463 502 6759

2019.6 901 224 6759 5058.7 1543 574 6759

2501.6 1064 279 6759

TABLE 2 DATA OBTAINED DURING THE SECOND CAMPAIGN.

235
u Totals Reals ABT 235

u Totals Reals ABT
Mass, g (s-’) (s-l) (s-’) Mass, g (s-’) (s-’) (s-’)

1032 450 120 6620 3500 1115 388 6605

1501.6 591 173 6620 3957 1040 429 6605

2031 719 220 6620 4576.1 1356 512 6605

2842.3 959 312 6626 4947.7 ‘ 1458 553 6605

3500 I 1115 I 388 I 6605 I
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DATA EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
Table 3 lists the correlation coeftlcients obtained using three different equation forms (linear,
second-order and third-order polynomial) when exami.ning possible relationships between the 235U
mass and the reals (measured and totals-corrected).

Table 3 Correlation Coefllcients for Relationships between the 235UMass and the Measured
and the Totals-Corrected Reals

Correlation Coefllcient

Reals Type Linear 2nd Order Polynomial 3rd Order Polynomial

Measured 0.9994 0.9995 0.9997
Table 1

data Totals-corrected 0.9945 0.9977 0.9985

Measured 0.9993 0.9996 0.9996
Table 2

data Totals-corrected 0.9982 0.9994 0.9995

With the measured reals, there are no significant differences in correlation factors between the three
types of relationship evaluated, and it is reasonable to propose that the measured reals increase
linearly with the 235Umass. When the data from Tables 1’and 2 are combined
(Figure 1), they produce the linear relationship R= 0.7517+ 0.111 lm.

U-235 MoSS, g

Figure 1 Measured reals rate versus the Figure 2 Totals-corrected reals rate
235Umass (ANL-W data) versus the 235Umass (ANL-W data)

Table 1 data show a slight bias toward a polynomial relationship but the Table 2 data indicate that
an essentially linear relationship can apply (RC= 35.1276 + 0.0597 m). The reason for this
difference between two sets of data that are otherwise very compatible is discussed in detail in [8].
Basically, it is associated with variations in the room background totals that occurred during the first
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campaign and the related uncertainty surrounding the value of TOat any one time. Figure 2 is a plot
showing both sets of totals-corrected reals data and the two lines representing their respective
relationships.

The assay data obtained at ANL-W have been compared with data reported previously horn Y-12
[1] and fi-om the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) [10]. The campaign at Y-12 involved
three sample batches, labeled A, B and C, all of which were in the form of crushed pieces of
uranium metal enriched 93% in 235U. Sample A covered the 235Umass range of 432 g to 15193 g,
Sample B 1566 g to 14101 g, and Sample C 1566 g to 1410 3g. In all three cases, the data on the
measured reals and the mass were best fit by a second order polynomial. However, when the BNL
algorithm was applied, it was found that the reals, now corrected for the totals counts, varied
linearly with the mass. The slight differences observed in the relationships among the three samples
were thought to reflect the different geometric cotilgurations used.

The LANL campaign involved 93%-enriched uranium metal in the form of 6 cm-diameter metal
disks that could be stacked in different combinations to give 235Umasses from 244 g to 3930 g. The
data, contained in Table III of reference [1O], included measurements made with and without a
nickel reflector in the specimen cavity. For convenience, it was assumed that the passive
background in the measurement room was relatively low and that the ABT would suffice as a
reasonable approximation of the TOvalue. Analysis of these data revealed that the measured reals
values were related to the 235Umass by a second order polynomial when the Ni reflector is present
but by a linear relationship in its absence. However, when the BNL totals-correction factor was
applied, the totals-corrected reals were found to be linearly related to the 235Umass, irrespective of
whether the reflector was present. Furthermore, the two sets of data could be represented by a
common line described by the equation RC= 11.7076 + 0.0450 m. It should be noted that if the
passive background had been of the order of 100 counts/s, a linear correlation would still apply
although, of course, the regression coefficient and the Y-intercept values would change.

The data obtained with the Y-1 2 and LANL materials are plotted together with the ANL-W data in
Figures 3 and 4. It can be seen (Figure 3) that the measured reals values from the ANL-W material
are closely matched to those from the Y-12 HEU metal. This is particularly so for the data from
Samples B and C of the Y-12 material and the ANL-W data. The Y-12 Sample A data tend to be a
little higher than the others and diverging at the higher mass values, reflecting the overall second
order polynomial description of the data. The measured reals from the LANL material are generally
slightly lower than the other four data sets but the curve, a second order polynomial, shows a
continual upward turn.

When the BNL algorithm was applied and the totals-corrected reals plotted against the 235Umass
(Figure 4), the Y-12 data diverge more from the ANL-W data (both ANL-W relationships described
previously are shown). Because the measured reals at ANL-W are very comparable with those of
Samples B and C at Y-12, the divergence of the two sets of data can be attributed to different values
of the calibration constant C. A probable contributory factor to this is a difference in geometric
cofilgurations but consideration might also be given to the difference in enrichment levels. By



contrast, the LANL data remain consistently lower than the ANL-W data and with a slightly
different slope, again probably reflecting different geometric configurations. The linear
relationships in effect for the Y-12 data, the ANL-W (Table 2) data, and the LANL data are:

Y-12 - Sample A (mass range
464 g-16309 g)

Y-12 - Samples B plus C
(mass range 1681g-15140 g)

ANL-W (Table 2 data) (mass
range 1032g-4948 g)

LANL (mass range 244 g-

3930 g)

The relationship developed fion

~= 1.6718 +0.l182m Correlation Coeff. = 0.9951

~ = 2.8751+ 0.0977 m Correlation Coeff. = 0.9914

~= 35.1276+ 0.0597 m Correlation Coeff. = 0.9982

RC= 11.6742 + 0.0449m Correlation Coeff. = 0.9995

the ANL-W Table 1 data is not included here because of the

uncertainty about the background totals during that first campaign at ANL-W.
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Figure 3 Measured reals rate versus the mass Figure 4 Totals-corrected reals rate

of 235U(data from ANL-W, Y-1 2 and versus the mass of 235U(data from ANL-

LANL) W, Y-12 and LANL)

A characteristic of the ANL-W and LANL data is that the maximum 235Umass investigated was
much less than that in the Y-12 HEU investigation. Over this restricted range, the measured reals
data obtained from the ANL-W material, the Y-12 HEU metal and one of the LANL sets of data
could be approximated by a linear relationship with the 235U mass. However, such a relationship
could not be applied to the LANL data when the nickel reflector was present in the cavity or when a
larger range of masses is considered. The upward swing of the curves in these cases indicates that
multiplication becomes an increasingly important factor as the 235Umass increases. The fact that
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departure from linearity occurs at different 235Umasses maybe due to sample geometry effects and
to other configuration effects. The LANT rn.aterial was in the fmm nf a stack of disks of equal
diameter (6 cm), thus presenting a more or less uniform column. On the other hand, the ANL-W
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together in a can (approximate diameter 10 cm). The presence or absence of nickel in the specimen

cavity also affected the data.

Traditionally, assays using the response fi-om ~ AWCC employ relationships between the mass of
235TT-..3 il. – .-. ------. -J ..--1- ..-~– -l_- --1-A:. ..-*-.--- –..- --–L–!... -1– –.. -1

u u.nu LIW mws LWSUreals rdLc 1 IE rcmumsmps are no Lslmpus arm require the application of
factors to correct for such effects as self-multiplication. Typically, plots of 235Umass versus
measured reals are best described by polynomial relationships, particularly over the larger mass
ranges. The BNL algorithm described in [1] depends only on knowledge of the measured totals and
reals rates, and potentially eliminates the need to consider the application of correction factors and
+L -:- -.. -,.: -A.. J . .-,.-4-:-4:-. T+ 1--- l----- -A-L1:. L-J :_ AL - -.-—,.-4 ------— 4’L-L ___l: -_.: -— _r _
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totals correction factor can result in a linear relationship between the reals and the 235Umass. This
points to an obvious advantage in using the BNL algorithm in the case of HEU metal. When the
relationship is known to be linear, few data points are required to establish the form of that
relationship. Once established, the relationship can be taken to apply over a wide range of HEU
—. .-...”lllabbG>. TIZ-- -,--- 1:-,.,... ..al.+:--”L:-. -..:”4 n- ..7:4L-l-,-...:+L-. +1-..-.+a..- L“--A ,..- —=-. ... . ..X..-.-.1.VVllG1lllU1l-llllGCU 1 GlclLlUll>lll~3 GA1> 1, cl> W lLll clL~Ul 1 LllLll> LllclL CU G UCL3GU Ull lllGc.1> Ul GU 1 Gcll>

values, uncertainty is inherent if the form of the relationship is established based on few data points.

It should be noted that HEU metal is essentially a homogeneous material and the assay data
described above were acquired with the material located around the geometric center of the AWCC
c~oo:rn-n oo,,:k, Tha ..mn nnmrl;+;nna m.., tin+ .tinl,, wham n+hav rn.+a.:.l. .,,nh . . T T- A 1 +n~+ml o-rl
Ppvwlllwll UC! v lLy . 1 I!w Clwllu UULIUILJUILJ Mluy .uu L u~yly VvIlwll w L1lU.I IIM.LL.W1*CUD, D Wwli CAD u -AL Lllv Lcu W!u

U30g oxide, are assayed and it is likely that other factors will conspire to introduce variability in the
vaiue of C as the ‘ql.J mass changes.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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using the standard algorithms, which are based on measured reals, and the BNL algorithm, which
appiies a totais correction factor to the measured reais. The data covered the ‘ss~”mass range ~60-
5058 g. Regression analyses indicated that, irrespective of the algorithm used, the data could be
represented by a linear relationship between the reals and the 235Umass over the whole mass range
inve@Jated. T~.e data were the~. ~~rn.p~r~~ V@h+ ~JjT_T m etnl rl atn nhtaineii in nthw nrn o-rams and----, .— ---- --------- --- -----, - =.- ~-—--- —-—

which covered different mass ranges. Analysis of all the data available revealed that the form of the
reiat.ionship between measured reais and the ‘alu”mass varied according to the mass range
investigated and to the cor@urations present, sometimes being linear and sometimes being a
second-order polynomial. However, the BNL algorithm, consistently yielded a linear relationship
between the tntal +cmrected reais and the 2351Urn.ass, This indicates that an advantage can be gained- --- -,--- ----- ---.. —$------- . .
by using the BNL algorithm in preference to standard algorithms based on measured reals data
–l..- TT’r. .. LT.– n%TT–l—-..:ll...- :- -----lalone. w rwn me my ~ mgun mm m uscu, Wiibi’atkli C-Ui-VeSWli be eStZdJiiSiied‘Wttilfe-w-erdata
points and more certainty than if a standard algorithm based solely on measured reals values is used.
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